INTRODUCTION
Prostate intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) is considered to be a precancerous lesion and of great medical and social importance. According to WHO (world health organization) data the incidence of prostate cancer (PC) in the world is about 1100000 new cases, besides PC mortality is about 300000 [1]. One of the ways to improve early diagnostics and treatment results is timely detection of precancerous processes, their study and development of diagnostics, treatment and prognosis algorithm in patients with precancerous diseases [2,3]. Such high informative method as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for a long time is used in PC diagnostics. Technical improvement of MRI with use of multiparametric methods has improved its sensitivity and specificity [4].

Structural MRI parameters characterise anatomic peculiarities (T2), that are combined with functional parameters (DWI – diffusion-weighted imaging, contrast enhancement) to detect biological tumour properties [5]. Using together these methods allow to assess simultaneously different tissue properties, to determine zonal prostate anatomy and to define vascularisation rate of prostate neoplasms [6,7].

At the same time diagnostic role of MRI in patients with PIN is determined insufficiently. Considering clinical significance of PIN as a precancerous state it is actual to define specific MRI features of PIN for early diagnostics and prevention of malignisation [8]. Systematization and instrumental data comparison are essential requirements for detection of specific MRI properties of precancerous processes. Prognosis of clinical course of PIN and its malignant potential is based on pathomorphology and immunohistocytochemistry data. The use of mpMRI for determination of high malignisation risk group among patients with PIN aims to further detailed examination of patients with rebiopsy and special treatment.

THE AIM
To study informativeness of mpMRI in prostate intraepithelial neoplasia diagnostics and prognostication of malignant transformation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We studied 52 patients from 55 to 73 years old (mean age 66±2,3 y.o.) who underwent transrectal multifocal prostate...
biopsy under transrectal ultrasonic guidance diagnosing PIN. 34 patients had peripheral zone PIN, 11 patients had central zone PIN and 7 patients had both peripheral and central zone PIN. MRI was performed before prostate biopsy. Indication to biopsy was PC suspicion based on PSA, digital rectal examination, ultrasonography. Then cognitive fusion MRI targeted biopsy was performed.

For systematization of targeted pieces was used prostate segmentation according to PIRADS (prostate imaging reporting and data system) concept that is adaptation of EAU 2012 card and recommendations of European Society of Urogenital Radiology ESUR based on anatomical and histological prostate structure.

MpMRI was performed with the help of device Hitachi Echelon with magnetic field capacity 1,5 T. MRI assessment was made according to international PIRADS system separately for peripheral and central zone. In complex evaluation such MRI parameters as T2, DWI and dynamic contrast enhancement (DCE) were used.

Using T2 regimen we determined heterogeneity and local changes defining their size, quantity, zonal localization. Suspicious prostate lesions had depressed signal intensity in T2WI with unequal contour, low water molecule diffusion (high DWI signal). With the help of DCE we determined the quick contrast accumulation and contrast evacuation and subsequent contrast accumulation by surrounding parenchyma.

Findings were estimated according to PIRADS with PC probability, PC aggressiveness, localization and extraprostatic spread. Local changes of prostate tissue were defined and detailed with the need of morphological confirmation. After that MRI data were compared with pathohistological findings of corresponding prostate lesions.

As part of patients had PIN in more than one histological pieces, we analized total amount of lesions that contained PIN. The most often PIN was localized in 1-2 pieces, namely in 21 (41 %) of patients (among them in 1 piece in 7 patients, in 2 pieces in 14 cases). 20 patients (38 %) had PIN in 3-4 specimens (among them in 3 pieces in 11 patients, in 4 pieces in 9 patients). In 11 (21 %) cases PIN was detected in 5 and more specimens (among them in 5 pieces – 6 patients, in 6 pieces – in 3 patients, in 7 pieces – in 2 patients). Total amount of PIN specimens in patients whom was perfomed cognitive fusion MRI biopsy was 166. Among them were 104 specimens of peripheral zone PIN and 62 specimens of central zone PIN.

By evaluation of PIN specimens according to PIRADS criteria were used grades of clinical significant PC risk. 1 grade corresponded to very low (clinically significant cancer is highly unlikely to be present), 2 grade: low (clinically significant cancer is unlikely to be present), 3 grade: intermediate (the presence of clinically significant cancer is equivocal), 4 grade: high (clinically significant cancer is likely to be present), 5 grade: very high (clinically significant cancer is highly likely to be present).

In order to detect PC and to determine prognostic significance of mpMRI rebiopsies with 6 months interval during 3 years were perfomed. MpMRI data of each specimen were compared with histological data of corresponding pieces obtained after biopsy.

All described research methods were approved by ethic commission of State institution of science 'Research and practical center of preventive and clinical medicine' State administrative department. All patients gave an informed consent before involving into investigation.

**RESULTS**

MpMRI data of peripheral prostate zone were studied. Analysis T2WI of 104 PIN specimens established the following results. In 24 (23 %) of PIN cases was observed grade 1 (PIRADS), in 42 (40,4 %) PIN lesions was determined grade 2, in 33 (31,7 %) PIN pieces was detected grade 3 and 5 (4,8 %) of PIN specimens had grade 4. In addition, there were no grade 5 data in peripheral zone PIN.

The mean value according to PIRADS in peripheral zone PIN amounted 2,2 (figure 1).

MpMRI data of central prostate zone were studied. Analysis T2WI of 62 PIN specimens established the following results. In 17 (27,4 %) of PIN cases was observed grade 1 (PIRADS), in 26 (42 %) PIN lesions was determined grade 2, in 19 (30,1 %) PIN pieces was detected grade 3. Besides, there were no grade 4 and grade 5 data in central zone PIN.

The mean value according to PIRADS in central zone PIN amounted 2 (figure 2).

Functional parameters of 166 PIN lesions were assessed by studying of DWI in mpMRI. Analysis DWI of 166 PIN specimens established the following results. In 63 (38 %) of PIN cases was observed grade 1 (PIRADS), in 65 (39 %) PIN lesions was determined grade 2, in 32 (19,3 %) PIN pieces was detected grade 3 and 6 (3,6 %) of PIN specimens had grade 4. In addition, there were no grade 5 data in DWI in patients with PIN. The mean DWI value according to PIRADS amounted 1,7 (figure 3).

Dynamic MRI with contrast enhancement report was negative (no early enhancement, or diffuse enhancement not corresponding to a focal finding on T2W and/or DWI) or focal enhancement corresponding to a lesion demonstrating features of benign prostatic hyperplasia on T2WI or positive (focal, and earlier than or contemporaneously with enhancement of adjacent normal prostatic tissues, and corresponds to suspicious finding on T2 and/or DWI). DCE data were not used in general value in cases of low PC probability (grades 1 and 2) or high PC probability (grades 4 and 5). In cases of PIRADS 3 (in T2WI, DWI) local contrast enhancement in DCE increased the grade to PIRADS 4.

As a result of complex mpMRI (T2WI, DWI, DCE) analysis of all peripheral and central PIN specimens was developed general value according to PIRADS criteria.

The following general values mpMRI among 166 PIN specimens were determined: in 48 (28,9 %) cases was defined grade 1, in 63 (38 %) lesions – grade 2, in 47 (28,3 %) – grade 3, in 8 (4,8 %) specimens – grade 4. There were no grade 5 value among PIN patients determined (fig. 4).

The mean PIRADS value in PIN was 2,1.
On the basis of obtained data we came to the conclusion that the situation of mpMRI in patients with PIN is heterogeneous. Though the majority of PIN specimens, namely 67% has benign tissue attributes (grades 1-2), exists a part of lesions, namely 33%, which has PC suspicion (grades 3-4). These results had to be detailized to define the group of patients with high risk of malignant transformation of PIN to PC.

During 3-year follow-up with 6 months interval prostate rebiopsies were performed. The specimens with cancer detection in correlation with primary mpMRI data were analized. It was determined that during 3-year follow up of 52 patients who took part in the study PC was diagnosed in 14 men. The total amount of specimens with PC was 45. The collection of mpMRI data with corresponding 45 malignant prostate lesions determined the following PIRADS grades: in 5 (11%) of cases was detected grade 1, in 15 (33,3%) lesions was observed grade 2, in 21 (46,7%) specimens – grade 3, in 4 (8,9%) was determined grade 4. There were no grade 5 value among PIN patients determined (fig. 5).

The mean PIRADS value of PIN specimens with subsequent malignisation was 2,5 and was in 24% bigger than in PIN specimens without subsequent malignisation.

DISCUSSION

Obtained results confirm role of PIN in prostate cancerogenesis as transitional state from normal to malignant tissue. Moreover mpMRI data assessed in T2WI, DWI and DCE regimens showed the differences between normal prostate tissue and PIN.

Based on obtained data we came to the conclusion that mpMRI plays an important role not only in PC but also in PIN. Although PIN has no specific MRI signs, PIN specimens are often visualized as suspicious for PC and have common characteristics with adenocarcinoma. Prognostic significance has PIRADS grade, that is complex evaluation of MRI parameters describing morphological picture of prostate lesions. Direct correlation between malignant transformation potential and PIRADS rate was determined.

As a result technical possibilities of MRI contribute to investigation of morphological structure of prostate lesions, namely PIN and PC. Methodology, indications, technical aspects, interpretation of MRI data need further studying in order to improve sensitivity and specificity of prostate biopsy.
CONCLUSIONS

According to mpMRI data PIN occupies intermediate place between benign prostate tissue and PC. The mean rate by PIRADS criteria in PIN was 2.1. PIRADS grade has prognostic significance for PIN malignisation. The mean PIRADS grade in PIN specimens with subsequent PC ranged 2.5 and was in 24 % bigger than in PIN specimens without subsequent malignisation. Multiparametric MRI is a sensitive diagnostic method and can be used for detection of patients with high malignisation risk.
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